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Workshop Purpose and Learning 
Goals
� Explain Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
� Answer questions about social networking tools.
� Explain how other businesses and rideshare 

professionals are using online media for branding, 
networking, and creating communities.
� Start creating your own strategies and plans for 

integrating Facebook, Twitter, and/or LinkedIn to 
promote rideshare or for your own professional 
networking.



Who are we?
� Recent graduates of the MA in urban planning program at the UCLA School of Public Affairs and the Anderson School of Management

� The UCLA students who 
launched the grassroots 
campaign for Measure R, the 
$30 billion dollar half-cent 
sales tax for transportation
� Strategy: leveraged 
snowball effect of media, 
marketing, online social 
networking tools
� Ran four rallies, which we 
photographed to 
communicate what we 
were doing.



Los Angeles Wants Google Transit

� After Measure R passed, we thought about how we lobby for 
improvements in the information available for commuters to make 
travel decisions
� Founded “Los Angeles Wants Google Transit” Facebook group to 

organize public support
� Today: Data has been released in Google data format



The evolution of online social 
networking
� The Internet: Originally a military-centric command and 

control scheme with a few hubs and nodes
� BBS, AOL and CompuServe
� Allowed members to share files, access news and events
� Interact via “e-mail” and discussion forums 
� AOL: “Member Profiles” 



The evolution of online social 
networking (continued)

� Then came Friendster
� Originally coined a 

dating site that isn’t 
about dating
� “Circle of Friends” 

concept
� Now popular in Asia, 



The evolution of online social 
networking (continued)

� LinkedIn (2003)
� A serious social networking site for professional networking

� MySpace (2003)
� Conceived as a medium for musicians to promote their music
� Popular with young adults, branding
� “Fun”, busy interface
� Customizable with HTML, CSS, and templates

� Facebook (2004)
� Most popular social networking site in the world

� Twitter (2006) 
� Microblogging for the masses



Facebook
� Started in 2004
� Founded by Mark Zuckerberg, a Harvard student, with fellow 
computer science students and roommates Dustin Moskovitz
and Chris Hughes

� Today: 200 million users
� Facebook’s original purpose
� Spin-off of the website “Hot or Not”
� Took information from Harvard University’s online facebooks
of its nine Houses

� Zuckerberg eventually created his own “universal” social 
network service
� Limited to Harvard College; soon expand to other colleges
� 2005: High schools and company networks
� 2006: Everyone over the age of 13 with valid e-mail address 

Online social networking



What is Facebook?
� Online social 

network site
� Create a profile; 

add friends; keep 
up with friends
� Write on their 

walls
� Upload pictures, 

share links, 
information, and 
videos
� Learn more 

about people 
they meet Facebook Wall



What can you do on 
Facebook?

� Create and join affinity groups
� Create Fan “Pages” to act as extensions of brands
� Example: I am a fan of the Big Blue Bus



Facebook
� Students for Obama:
� Originally an online 
petition to encourage 
then-Senator Obama to 
run for President
� Turned into a grassroots 
Political Action 
Committee
� Over 250,000 members
� Organized rallies, voter 
registration, fundraise, 
spread the Obama 
campaign’s message 
at college campuses 
across the country

A tool for political organizing



Facebook News Feed
Caution: Also known as “Stalker-Feed”

Read your Facebook friends’ latest status updates, see their 
photo album updates; check out your Inbox; and much more.



Never forget anyone’s 
birthday ever again

Newsfeed includes birthday and invitation 
reminders



Goodbye Evite, hello 
Facebook Invites

Invite your Facebook friends to personal or 
professional events

• Create events
• RSVP
• Post comments  on 
a wall
• Upload pictures, 
links, or video



Twitter
You’ve heard about it, but what is it? And why is getting buzz?



What is Twitter?
� Free
� Register for an account
� Microblogging:
� Communicate your 
status within 140 
characters

� Sign up to follow other 
people’s feeds
� Updates in real time
� Accessible via internet 
and smartphone
� Ashton Kutcher and 
CNN’s race to be the first 
with one million followers



Twitter offers sense of popular 
sentiment
� “Trending Topics” report what was buzzing on the web
� Created by culling the most popular “hashtags”
� Twitter “advanced feature”: Hashtags -- “#”
� Gets picked up by Twitter and third-party sites
� Do this if you want to increase your tweet’s visibility or are 

live-blogging from the same event
� If you want to track a particular hashtag, you can follow this 

on a third-party application
� TweetDeck

� Conduct searches to find out what people are saying
� Some companies try to do damage control 



Ways to access Twitter 
� Smartphone applications:
� UberTwitter
� TwitterBerry
� TwitterFon
� Facebook (there’s an app 

for that)
� Mash-ups
� Dora: Tweet and listen 

to Pandora at the same 
time



Twitter can communicate breaking 
news

� First words 
about the US 
Airways plane 
accident over 
the Hudson 
river was via 
Twitter.
� A rescuer took 

his 
Smartphone, 
took a picture 
and posted to 
Twitpic



Twitter can communicate crucial  
information when other channels are 
inaccessible

� Iran blocked texting 
and liberal news outlets
� Twitter is accessible via 

so many outlets;  
people were still able to 
communicate 
information 
� So important that 

Secretary of State Hilary 
Clinton urgged Twitter 
not to go down for 
scheduled 
maintenance
� #IranElection hashtag

very popular



Hands On Facebook & Twitter 
Training
� www.facebook.com
� www.twitter.com



Exercise 1: Create a strategy to 
promote your rideshare program 
on Facebook



How can you use Twitter to promote 
your rideshare program?

� Tweet open seats in shared ride vans or carpools
� Have an alt-modes commuter tweet his/her commute and 

post the feed on an internal web site
� Create your own Twitter account to tweet announcements
� Announce road and/or transit closures
� Relay information about delays, closures
� Announce fun stuff related to your TDM program
� Remember: Make it opt-in; fun, interactive, and valuable so 

people will stay tuned-in



Example: The Burbank Bus Twitter Feed
� Updated within 60 

seconds
� Experiment/pilot phase
� Initiated by Burbank 

Bus’s consultants.
� Almost 100 users
� Seeking 200 users
� Studied information flow 

to figure out how this 
could work
� Assigned one staff 

person to this task
� One back-up person



Suggestions for promoting your 
rideshare program on Facebook

� Start a group restricted to your corporate network for people interested in alt-mode commuting.
� Publicize on internal web site or dedicated email
� Alternative to maintaining webpage
� Post status updates, links, pictures & video
� Create invitations for events
� Send messages to those who have joined the group. 
� Commuters can communicate with one another on bulletin board or wall

Example of a Facebook group for a 
ridesharing organization



Exercise 1

� Form groups of 3 to 5 people
� Identify one company for which you will develop a 

strategy for creating a presence on Facebook and/or 
Twitter
� Brainstorm for 20 minutes
� Share



LinkedIn
Networking for working professionals since 2002



What is LinkedIn?
� A business-oriented social networking site
� Founded in 2002
� 40 million users in 170 industries
� LinkedIn is a powerful tool for making professional connections visible
� Create and maintain a contact network of first, second, and third-degree connections



Why should you join LinkedIn?
� Opportunity to make your connections more transparent
� Control information that is out there about you
� All it takes is one Google search of your own name…

� Do research on different companies or individuals
� Accomplish goals, like job searching, business development

#1 hit:



How to make the most of LinkedIn?

According to Jan Vermeiren, the author of How to REALLY use 
LinkedIn:

1) Fill in profile as completely as possible
� Job experiences
� Educational history
� This will help increase your visibility and enable LinkedIn to “recommend” other users with whom you can connect
� Summary: Describe what kind of work you do

2) Define your goals for using LinkedIn. 
� Don’t be afraid to be specific.

3) Build your own basic network
4) Be sure to use the name(s) people know you by
5) Add a photo – be sure it is professional!
6) Join affinity groups
7) Create LinkedIn alerts



So how do we get started?
� Visit www.linkedin.com
� Enter information



Create your profile
� Enter basic information, such as your location and job
� Enter information



Create your profile
� Describe your 

current and past jobs 
much like you would 
on a resume
� You can even 

customize the URL on 
your Public Profile



Exercise 2: Creating/Updating your 
Professional Networking Plan
� Who would you want to reach out to? (new relationships)
� Who would you want to reconnect with? (existing 

relationships)
� What do you want people to know about you?
� Your professional skills, responsibilities, and accomplishments
� Your personal life
� Could your goals be reached through your existing social 

networking profile (if you have one) or would it better to 
use a new profile on a new network.
� How would you manage your privacy settings to 

accomplish your goals?



Sample: Sirinya’s Updated Online PNP
� Update LinkedIn profile
� Announce I graduated
� Ensure resume reflects my latest accomplishments at work 

and from school
� Revise “summary”
� Reach out to two to three people who understand 

transportation, but really get social media and marketing, 
especially if they are in LA

� Rethink blog/twitter plan
� Are they extensions of my transportation hobbies/interests?
� Do I want to write about LA/food, and sometimes 

transportation?
� Sidenote: Reach out to old friends, classmates, go get 

coffee or food with them in real life.



Closing thoughts creating your 
presence via online social networking
� Take baby steps
� You decide how much time you spend doing this
� Some professionals do this for up to an hour a day
� Others log on once in a blue moon
� Profiles on LinkedIn can be static
� Facebook profiles, groups, pages need more updating 
� Remember, if your target population is a cohort that is 

educated, technologically savvy, then you have to meet 
them through their social mediums
� First make it opt-in, but then worth regularly tuning-in.



Thank you

� Sirinya Tritipeskul
� stritipeskul@ucla.edu
� Juan Matute
� jmatute@ucla.edu
� Check out the presentation at LASubwayBlog.com

(that’s our personal/transit blog)
� And yes, we’re on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn


